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Executive Summary
Broadband Coverage




The broadband experience for users in many parts of the Upper Kent LAP area is poor.
Analysis of broadband speeds from the Samknows data shows that some villages are well
served but the service deteriorates fore residents in more remote parts of the LAP.
Respondents illustrate the demand for bandwidth in the area as:
o 72.5% use BBC iPlayer, 51% download music.
o 84% have 2 or more internet devices in their home.

Potential for Service Improvement







The potential for future investment by private sector operators is not helped the sparseness
of the area.
85% of respondents are interested in a reliable service of over 2Mbs.
43% willing to pay a premium of over £20 per month for an NGA service.
Many survey respondents would be prepared to pay higher than the national average for a
reliable service.
There is willingness on the part of the community to engage with the problem and seek
solutions.
However, communities in other parts of the County are also actively seeking to improve their
broadband services and there will be competition for funding.

Benefits of Improving Broadband in the area



Improving broadband will yield a number of economic impacts (increased effectiveness of
homeworkers and businesses) and social impacts (improved access to public services).
Over 40% of respondents feel they would be able to work from home if they had a better
connection. 36% of respondents already work from home and could become more
productive with better broadband.

Next Steps






Engage with communications providers which cover the area to identify options to improve
the service.
Engage with the Accessible Cumbria project to improve services in the area.
Select broadband champions for each parish to ensure that their voices are heard.
Promote the findings of this report to highlight the needs of the area to public sector
organisations with an interest in broadband.
Encourage alternative communications providers to explore the use of existing public sector
networks to lower the cost of delivering services in the area.
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Introduction

Introduction
Next Generation Access broadband (NGA) will define the next decade – new internet services, public
services and businesses will develop and grow where they have access to the best and fastest
broadband. The Upper Kent LAP has commissioned this report to assess the current status of
broadband across the area.
The Community Broadband Network (CBN) has worked with Upper Kent LAP to plan, deliver and
analyse a survey of residents’ and businesses’ broadband use and needs. The aim of this report is to
assess the case for improving broadband service in the area and to see what practical steps the
community can take to improve the service.
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The Upper Kent Local Area Partnership

The Upper Kent Local Area Partnership
The Local Area Partnership (LAP) covers 18 rural parishes to the North of Kendal (see map). This
section gives an overview of the area and is taken from the Upper Kent LAP Profile, November 2010.

Community
The population of the LAP is 4,915 and in 2001, there were 1,858 households. 42% of households
have one or more persons living with a long-term limiting illness. A limiting long term illness is
defined as any health problem or disability which limits their daily activities of the work they can do,
including problems that are due to old age. This suggests that telehealth could support the business
case for improving networks. The graph below shows the distribution of ages in respondent
households.
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Age of residents in households
70.0
60.0
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Economy
In terms of employment people in Upper Kent LAP are employed across all sectors. The retail,
manufacturing and agriculture sectors are the top three in terms of indicators of employment. Across
the Upper Kent LAP, 18% of the working age population work in the retail trade. 13% work in
manufacturing and 12% in agriculture. In 2004, there were 455 VAT registered enterprises in Upper
Kent LAP as a whole. There were 200 agricultural businesses registered in Upper Kent LAP. This made
up 47% of the total and they need to claim payments from DEFRA online. In 2004 there were 60 real
estate enterprises, making up 14% and 50 construction businesses making up 12% of the total.
The average household income in the Upper Kent LAP is £31,087 compared to £31,113 for South
Lakeland. The average house price in Upper Kent LAP is £331,195 compared to £260,586 for South
Lakeland. These are in excess of the national average and demonstrate that there is potentially an
ability for residents to contribute to improved broadband infrastructure.
In August 2010, 0.8% of the working age population on the Upper Kent LAP were in receipt of Job
Seekers Allowance (JSA). When looking at the length of time of those unemployed all is short-term
unemployed finding employment within six months. Of those who are unemployed, 83% are aged
between 25 and 49, with the rest being under the age of 24 years.
In 2001, 23% worked from home and this has probably risen as 1st generation broadband has
encouraged more flexible working. These residents are more likely to value improved broadband
connectivity.

Deprivation
The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) shows that the Upper Kent LAP has an average score of
12.67. This is higher than South Lakeland as a whole which has a score of 11.67. The reason for the
higher score is due to the deep rural aspect of the more northern parts the area the LAP. Therefore
access to services such as health care, public transport, larger shopping centres and affordable
housing is more difficult than in an urban environment.
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To put this score into context, the average IMD score for England is 21.58, which is almost double
that of Upper Kent LAP and South Lakeland as a whole.
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Results

Results
The sample size was 149 households with one response counted for each household. This sample
represents 8% of the households in the area.

Access to broadband across the area
BT provides ADSLmax services to the area; this is the most widespread form of broadband providing
a service of up to 8 Mbps for downloading. The map shows the typical connection speeds averaged
over postcode areas.

In rural areas, where postcodes can cover large areas, specific customer speeds can vary. Where
respondents provided there phone numbers, the lines were checked against the Samknows database
to provide a more granular assessment.
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Although there were some local discrepancies, the measured line speeds averaged 90% of the mean
postcode speeds mapped above, with broadly as many lines reporting significantly higher speeds as
lower. The graph below describes the local differences from the expected average speeds, where
100% indicates that the local line speeds matched the postcode average; anything to the left
highlights sample speeds lower than the postcode averages, and to the right higher speeds.

Kencomp (www.kencomp.net) supply wireless broadband to parts of the area with stated headline
speeds of up to 50Mbs, although there is no data about the typical customer speeds. A coverage
map is not available for Kencomp although all of the 25 survey respondents who identified
themselves as customers were in New and Old Hutton; an area where there is limited choice, and
where the typical ADSL speed is less than 1 Mbps.

Average broadband speeds across the area
The average speed in Cumbria is 4.7 Mbps, while in the study area the speed is from average data is a
little under 2.5 Mbps; to put this in perspective, as if it were needed, some two thirds of the
postcode areas in the study area fall below the 2 Mbps universal service commitment level, more
than three times higher than the national average, making this area among the worst served areas in
the UK.
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Current broadband services

Does your property have internet access?
120.0
100.0

Percentage

80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0
Yes

No

The majority of respondents have some form of internet access already although the sample is much
higher than the national average which is 76% (OFCOM, 2010)

Access Technology

Percentage

Current Internet Access
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
Wireless
broadband

ADSL

Dial-up

Mobile
dongle

Satellite

no response

Access technology

Current access is predominantly ADSL with 17% of households served by wireless provider Kencomp
in parts of the area where this is available. The initial data was checked against IP addresses because
some respondents thought this referred to wireless access in the home as opposed to Kencomp’s
wireless service.
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Location of alternative access

Alternative Venues for Accessing the
Internet
internet access point

N/A
Friend/Relative
Other Public Access Point
Cybercafé/Library
Work
School & college
0.0
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Percentage

The majority of those accessing the internet outside the home, do it at work. A small proportion use
WiFi hotspots and libraries.

Satisfaction

Quality of Internet Access
40.0
35.0

Percentage

30.0

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
Very poor



Poor

Satisfactory

Good

Very good

Don’t know

38% of respondents found the service satisfactory to very good, compared with a national
average of 90% (OFCOM, 2010 Fig 5.95).
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Results

There is a significant gap in the quality of broadband service experienced by people in this
community and that experienced by people in the rest of the country.

It should be pointed out that this sample was a self-selecting group, with more responses from
people who are interested in improving their service. The questions were not exactly the same as
those asked by OFCOM.

Current and future payments
A key to upgrading internet services in the area is identifying how much households would be willing
to pay for a better service. The Government set out 2 options for broadband access in its Broadband
Strategy – “Britain’s Superfast Broadband Future” published in December 2010.



Universal Service Commitment (USC) of 2Mbs for every home.
Next Generation Access service (NGA) of over 25Mbs.

The survey explored what respondents would be willing to pay for the respective services.

Willingness to pay for USC & NGA against
current payment
30.0
25.0

Percentage

20.0
15.0

Current
USC

10.0

NGA

5.0
0.0
Under
£10

£11 to
£15

£16 to
£20

£21 to
£25

£26 to
£30

Over £30

no
response

Payment bands





Most people pay between £16-£20 for a service 43% willing to pay a premium of over £20
per month for an NGA service.
Some respondents said that they were obtaining a bundle of services, so it is hard to tease
out what people think they are paying for or would be receiving without going into much
greater detail with the survey.
This data can be modelled to identify potential revenue available from households, although
the sample of residents is probably more likely to be interested in broadband.

A minimum 2Mbs service


Some of the comments received about services and what people pay are listed below:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Results

ANY BROADBAND WOULD BE BETTER THAN HAVING TO HAVE DIAL UP WHICH IS
DIFFICULT TO ACCESS ANY WAY.EVERYONE ASSUMES BROADBAND IS AVAILABLE.
2Mbs would be a big improvement on current speeds which are glacial (0.2Mbs)
Currently with Sky, paying £17 & very annoying that the same service is available to
other Free of charge!
I pay twelve pounds for 8 mbps broad band that has very low average speeds of 0.21
Mbps
My current Sky connection varies in speed through the day; reliable speed is what I
want
Price is less of an issue than reliability and speed of service.
This would also need to be suitable for VoIP / Buisness Client / Server applications (ie
low latency)
would need to ACTUALLY be 2 mbs - at the moment we are allegedly 10, but never
actually see this as line is shared.

NGA Service


Some of the comments received about NGA services and what people would pay are listed
below:
o At present see no likely interest in such speed.
o Depends on whether property can be accessed without disruption to the newly laid
driveway
o Don't like the sound of telehealth services
o not really sure of the cost/ benefit aspects of such a service, having never had use of
it anywhere else
o The standard we have now is OK - we wouldn't be interested in paying more than we
already do
o Would not be willing to pay more than I do at the minute - £20 per month
o Wow!

Current internet use and trends

Current Applications used
Shopping

Applications

Web surfing

Social networking
Online gaming
Education
Downloading music
Catch up TV (BBC iPlayer)
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

Percentage
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Results

Bandwidth intensive applications like iPlayer and music downloading are popular, making up
over two thirds of use, despite the poor broadband service many people experience.
These use of these applications are above the national average (OFCOM, 2010). They also
indicate that a third of users are already using applications which require higher speeds.
Other uses include work (e.g. marking exam papers), running a business, banking, voluntary
work and video conferencing.

Would you be able to work from home/run
a business from home with a better
connection?
45.0
40.0

Percentage

35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
Yes




No

Already work from
home/run a business

No response

Poor broadband is clearly holding back the economic development of the LAP based on
survey responses.
Over 40% feel they would be able to work from home if they had a better connection. 36%
of respondents already work from home and could become more productive with better
broadband.
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Number of internet devices per home
40.0
35.0

Percentage
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2
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10 and N/A
over

84% of respondents have more than one device in the home. Additional devices used
concurrently place more strain on home broadband connections.
This will increase demand in the household for faster connections.

Levels of interest in a connection over 2Mbs

Interest in an internet connection over 2Mbs
80.0
70.0

Percentage

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
Very
Interested



Interested

Curious

Not at all
interested

Don’t know Already have a
connection
2Mbs or over

85% of respondents expressed an interest in a connection speed which meets the Universal
Service Commitment of 2Mbs.
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Results

This is subject to the respondents having used speed test services and the variable results
such services produce at different times of the day and when different applications are in
use.
The comments from users suggest that in the short term they would be happy with a service
which meets the USC. As NGA becomes commonplace in the UK, the USC levels of service
could seem as the equivalent of dial-up is today in 5 years’ time.
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Survey methodology

Survey methodology
CBN worked with the Chair of the Upper Kent LAP’s to develop a survey which was tested, then
published on-line. The LAP promoted the survey parish councils and communities to maximise the
survey response rate. Hard copies of surveys were also provided to people who could not complete
the survey online. These results were then input by SLDC staff.
A page was established on the SLDC consultation website
http://www.opinionsuite.com/cumbria/other-public-sector/upper-kent-local-areapartnership/broadband-in-the-upper-kent-local-area-partnership.
A copy of the survey can be found in Annex 5.

Mapping the data
The Samknows data of broadband line speeds was extracted from a database and mapped against
the LAP area. This generated some anomalies, as the BT data use averages for postcode areas.
Further checks on individual lines, provided by survey respondents were used to assess the speeds in
sub postcode areas.
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Implications for service improvement.

Implications for service improvement.



The report shows that broadband provision across the area are in need of improvement.
The results show that a 43% of respondents would be willing to pay a premium (over £20 /
month) for a broadband connection.
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Options to improve Broadband

Options to improve Broadband
While not in the original brief, CBN have compiled a short list of potential options for the Upper Kent
LAP to pursue. Each technical solution has economic and community implications – with greater
community support, costs can be reduced.
In the first instance, discussions with existing service providers are often the easiest way to secure a
better service. However, for many respondents, this has been tried with no discernible
improvement.

The Potential Solutions
Wireless
Working with Kencomp to improve the service is an obvious way forward and they may be able to
develop options to improve the service if they see that there is community support. For some
residents a wireless service from Kencomp or another provider may offer the best chance of a service
in the near future. A rough cost estimate is £350 / property.

Fibre to the Cabinet
BT’s Fibre to the Cabinet may provide a better service for some residents, however, those further
away from BT’s green cabinets will not experience much of an improvement. BT are unlikely to be
rolling out FTTC in the Upper Kent LAP area without support from the Accessible Cumbria Project.

Fibre to the Home
This is the most reliable long term solution but also the costliest. Fibre optic cables would be laid
across the LAP area to homes and farms. Evidence from Scandinavia has shown that the costs of
delivering FTTH can be significantly reduced if there is widespread community support. A rough cost
estimate is £1000 per property.

Satellite
Properties in the remotest parts of the target area may find that satellite provision is the most cost
effective option. One provider (www.satelliteinternet.co.uk) offers a service of 1Mbs upload, with
128kbs upload for £29.99 after a fixed cost from £350 plus installation. This appears to be in the
price range that most people in the area wish to pay. The BIS Strategy states “Satellite is a viable
option for the most remote users and for those in some other not-spots. It will need to be part of any
solution aiming at universal coverage.” A new satellite was launched at the end of 2010 which will
offer greater speeds.

Accessible Cumbria
The County Council’s Accessible Cumbria project will use money from Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK)
to provide high speed connections to digital hubs in communities. Communities will then have the
opportunity to purchase high speed internet access from these hubs (which could be in schools or
roadside cabinets). However the responsibility of taking the service to the houses and businesses
(the so called last mile) will fall onto the community.
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Options to improve Broadband

At the time of writing, it is unclear about what funding will be available to community based projects
from the Accessible Cumbria project. This report can be used by the LAP to demonstrate demand for
improved services to:



communications providers and the
Accessible Cumbria project.

Potential locations for Digital Hubs are at the following primary schools:
School

Connection type Connection speed

Old Hutton CE School

Fibre

10Mb connection

St Patrick's CE School

Fibre

10Mb connection

Grayrigg CE School

Fibre

10Mb connection

Selside Endowed CE School

Bonded copper

10Mb

Staveley CE School

Bonded copper

10Mb

St Oswald's CE Primary School

Fibre

10Mb connection

The National Road Traffic Service (NRTS) has a fibre network which runs along the M6, bordering the
LAP area to the East. NRTS have intimated that they would be interested in offering access to the
network to service providers and communities. They have some masts in place which could be used
to relay broadband services. A schematic of the network and infrastructure is in Annex 2.
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Conclusions

Conclusions











The broadband experience for users in many parts of the Upper Kent LAP area is poor.
Analysis of broadband speeds from the Samknows data shows that some villages are well
served but further out the service deteriorates.
The potential for future investment by private sector operators is not helped the sparseness
of the population.
Many survey respondents would be prepared to pay higher than the national average for a
reliable service.
There is willingness on the part of the community to engage with the problem and seek
solutions.
However, communities in other parts of the County are also actively seeking to improve their
broadband services and there will be competition for funding.
Improving broadband will yield a number of economic impact (increased effectiveness of
homeworkers and businesses) and social impacts (improved access to public services).
Over 40% of respondents feel they would be able to work from home if they had a better
connection. 36% of respondents already work from home and could become more
productive with better broadband.
Opportunities exist to work with the Accessible Cumbria project to improve services in the
area.
Communications providers could use existing public sector networks to lower the cost of
delivering services in the area.

Recommendations






Approach existing service providers (BT and Kencomp) to see what action they can take to
improve services in the area.
Actively engage with the Accessible Cumbria project by:
o Selecting a broadband champion for each parish in the LAP area.
o Selecting a LAP broadband champion to promote the findings of this report.
o Highlighting the needs of the area to officers and members at District and County
Councils, MPs and Civil Servants.
Track the development of potential funding sources such as Accessible Cumbria.
Develop a business case to maximise the resources for the Upper Kent LAP area.
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Annex 1 – Comments from Respondents

Annex 1 – Comments from Respondents
Although I have said the current service is OK, it is slow at certain times of the day and sometimes
drops out. We actually have 2 phone lines here which support Broadband, I have answered for the
wireless one but I also have a separate work one. Having them installed was a nightmare both times
and took many months and complaints to BT. The advice they give is totally unrealistic, and they give
the advice without first checking the phone line. In both cases we needed new phone lines. One issue
is that landowners do not always give permission for the phone line to go across their land. When
the first line was installed engineers showed us the high-quality cable they were putting in which
would serve 50 new lines. Subsequently they were unable to access this cable to put in our second
line and had to lay several km of new cable. A more strategic approach would avoid this kind of
waste.
As an IT Professional I am happy to help in any way to achieve this. Thank you
Basic, reliable 1Mb connection would be an improvement. current connection is typically 500kbs
Broadband is an essential part of everyday living and with no mobile reception within the valley
having a proper access is needed
BROADBAND ACCESS OF ANY SPEED WOULD BE A START, AS DIAL UP IS V,SLOW AND EXPENSIVE
AND NOT READILY AVAILABLE,LIMITED SUPPLIERS
BT Assure me that they can provide it & then cannot. I have to pay over the odds to sky to receive
what can only be describes as a unreliable moderate service. Other people can receive a better,
more reliable service FOC with the television package I pay for. It annoys me that I pay a very
high rate of council tax etc. & get nothing but a beautiful, non-council made (!) view for my
money!
BT has been trying to set our internet connection up for over 3 months now. We were told we could
receive it, and they even went as far as to send us a "Home Hub" but now have been told we cannot
as they cannot get in to our telephone exchange. How can BT make such "promises" to customers
that we can definitely receive it, as we were told, but then not deliver? My daughter is having a
similar issue with BT at the moment.
Currently use Kencomp wireless internet but contention rates are high and speed is highly
variable. Actually only get just over 1Mbps download in average. Have BT landline Internet as
backup - average 0.3Mbps download speed. I work from home and our son runs a graphic / web
design business from home
Currently, BT offers "up to 20MB" broadband for £14, with no tiers allowing for the fact that they
can't provide such a service to rural areas, talk talk fairs slightly better at £6, however I'd pay that
living in a city and where I would be receiving a far faster connection. This is due solely to the fact
they (BT) "can't be bothered" to dip into their vast profits to install fibre optic cabling and thus
provide an adequate service. Instead they just like to profit from us by charging the same amount
for a lesser service.
Do rural areas first!
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Annex 1 – Comments from Respondents

Download speed recently around 1mb even though we live only 2 miles from Kendal. It was better 2
years ago. All providers claim that I should be able to receive much higher speeds but they don't
deliver it and usually blame either BT or supposed problems in your house.
For most of my needs the present speed is probably good enough but not for anybody with a
serious usage of the system, involving large file download/transfer. I get them but not urgent.
For outlying areas such as Kentmere, it is paramount, reliable communication systems are available
to all, regardless of the nature of usage. The main issue is the access to all and reliability of the
service.
Get fibre optics installed in the area - most resilient and performant way of providing broadband
Good internet access is vital for people living in rural communities as it provides essential
communication access to a range of health and social services, as well as flexibility in working
arrangements, social networking and other services that can be more difficult for rural communities
to access.
High speed broadband is already essential for many applications and is likely to become the major
means of disseminating information and entertainment very soon, to the detriment of
communities where it is unavailable.
How do households who cannot get broadband access respond to this survey?
I already work from home a farm so can’t run a business from home on the internet but
desperately need fast reliable internet access for this business in that a lot of form filling is now
done on the internet,& i may wish to set up a marketing website, also with having a young family
they will be very dependent on the internet in the future for education & socialising
I also feel that superfast broadband access would be an asset to property values in a village which
currently has no fixed line broadband access at all
I am happy with basic broadband - only problem at the minute is rather slow
I pay for 8Mbps connection and my average speeds are 0.2Mbps !!! This is totally unacceptable and
unusable and is as bad as dial up from the 90,s. On some evenings and weekends we struggle to
even load simple web pages let alone access iplayer or net radio. As more younger people fill homes
of decease elderly people the broadband gets slower and slower. our connection has progressively
got slower over the past three years as the local demographic and internet use has changed ... it was
more reliable and faster 5 years ago... please please please help us
I subscribe to an 8Mbs service but seldom get adequate speed to watch streamed TV. My previous
address [Warrington] had Virgin cable, which was far more reliable than ADSL here in Watchgate,
even though we live next-door to the local BT exchange. I hope we will get fibre optic hubs in our
area which will improve both speed and reliability. Cable connection, rather than ADSL, would be
a bonus. I also believe that the needs of the rural economy depend on reliable fast broadband,
not just entertainment and convenience, and we need to ensure the rural population is not
disadvantaged as more and more participation in society depends on having reliable and
adequately fast broadband.
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I would consider moving to 2Mbs at this stage would be selling the district short when other parts of
the country are moving to 50Mbs. The move to true, full, SuperFast Broadband is necessary if the
Upper Kent area is not to become further dis-advantaged in the modern cyber-economy.
It is a great pity that a broadband fibre optic cable which I believe runs along the B6254 alongside
our house cannot be tapped into.
It took 5 very frustrating months for BT to acknowledge that we are unable to receive broadband
here: the engineer finally said that new lines were needed. Lack of broadband has now become
Social Exclusion as even statutory bodies work on the assumption that it is universal. We need to
push for optical fibre now - if we only ask for 2Mb we will have another problem in a couple of years.
It’s a given that the way we watch TV and access all the information we need to run our lives will
be via high speed internet in the future and we should let the relevant companies know that even
rural areas need the same services as larger urban areas, I think it’s vital that rural areas don’t get
left behind in this. I also don‘t think its fair that we may have to pay more for a ‘premium’ service
which should be rolled out nationwide anyway.
Looking at using the existing infrastructure for primary schools in rural areas should be explored
More and more work can be done from home if we had a faster service. My family cannot come
home to stay and do any work as we are too slow... They once had to go into Kendal to sit in
MacDonald’s to use their wireless service!
My broadband provision is very slow to start up in the evening but improves as the evening
progresses.
Not sure what a commercial rate charge would be, but would be prepared to pay a little more
than current BT broadband service
Only that all this is good news ----- at present broadband in our area is unreliable, expensive and
does not encourage home working as it is too slow. Even a definite 2mb would be welcome.
Our children suffer at GCSE level due to poor access to internet. Their homework takes longer than
it should adding extra pressure for them and often the service is down and they are unable to
complete homework at home due to this!
Our hamlet has a DACS (split line) telephone line connection. Does this have implications for a
broadband service over it?
Our internet connection is very intermittent. We would like it be on available on a constant 24
hour basis. Not one minute and off the next.
Our situation is not helped by the fact that our hamlet has only two full phone lines which are split
by DACS to serve six houses and one business.
Put a new exchange nearer to Old Hutton and provide locals with the service that the rest of the
country receives.
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Rural areas have just as much need for reliable and fast internet access as urban areas and at
present rural areas appear to be seen as less important. As increasingly people work from home this
is very short-sighted and biased. Do we pay less tax?? Or council tax? Or less for our internet
connections?
The connection we have now is so pitifully slow that it is frustrating even to reply quickly to an
email let alone try to work from home-and that comes from a comparative luddite!
The option of including TV channels through broadband would be of special interest for our address
as we have no other option than satellite TV (Sky) which has become increasingly expensive over the
last few years
This could only be achieved by updating the Sedgwick exchange and finance is the problem
Very slow, even at peak times. Retired. We only live about 2 miles from the nearest telephone
exchange
We are finding our very slow connection a real problem when it is necessary to work from home
and would welcome high speed access
We are suffering because we live in a rural community and are lagging behind the rest of the UK
We know of at least 3 of our neighbours who would be interested as well (we all operate on the
same wireless supplier). Will try and alert them to this survey.
We would be delighted to get any broadband service at all - priority should be given to getting a
minimal broadband service to everyone rather than superfast to the few. We previously had
broadband with a speed of 0.5 Mbps which was far superior to dial-up and would be adequate for
most purposes
Would just like something that works more speedily than present connection although I do not
use it daily it is currently very irritating as takes ages to down load etc. Two family members visit
regularly - half terms and school holidays and need it for work contact and find present system
hopeless.
Would love access to cable, or for other major players to offer their deals in this area (Sky, BT for
example)
Would not want to pay more than £50-60 but just want broadband and phone
Yes. Tell BT or whoever to stop mucking around and bloody DO IT. What are we - a 3rd world
country? You’d think so from the way they have dragged their feet over this. It’s a disgrace!
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Source – BIS, Britain’s Superfast Broadband Future, December 2010
3G – Third generation of mobile systems. Provides high-speed data transmission and supports
multimedia applications such as full-motion video, videoconferencing and internet access, alongside
conventional voice services.
4G – Fourth Generation of mobile services.
ADSL – Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. A digital technology that allows the use of a standard
telephone line to provide high-speed data communications. Allows higher speeds in one direction
(towards the customer) than the other.
BDUK – Broadband Delivery UK – The delivery arm for the Government’s broadband programmes,
part of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
Broadband – A service or connection generally defined as being ‘always on’ and providing a
bandwidth greater than narrowband.
BIS Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
Cloud Computing – Term used for delivering hosted services over the internet
Contention ratio – An indication of the number of customers who share the capacity available in an
ISP’s broadband network. Figures of 50:1 for residential broadband connections and 20:1 for
business are typical).
Coverage – The extent to which broadband service is available should businesses and consumers
wish to subscribe.
CP – Communication Provider
Dongle – A physical device, attached to a PC’s USB port, which adds hardware capabilities.
DSL – Digital Subscriber Line. A family of technologies generally referred to as DSL, or xDSL, capable
of transforming ordinary phone lines (also known as ‘twisted copper pairs’) into highspeed digital
lines, capable of supporting advanced services such as fast Internet access and video-on-demand.
ADSL, HDSL (high data rate digital subscriber line) and VDSL (very high data rate digital subscriber
line) are all variants of xDSL).
FTTC (Fibre-to-the-cabinet) – Access network consisting of optical fibre extending from the access
node to the street cabinet. The street cabinet is usually located only a few hundred metres from the
subscriber premises. The remaining segment of the access network from the cabinet to the customer
is usually a copper pair but could use another technology, such as wireless.
FTTH (Fibre-to-the-home) – A form of fibre optic communication delivery in which the optical signal
reaches the end user’s living or office space.
FTTB (Fibre-to-the-building) – A form of fibre-optic communication delivery in which an optical fibre
is run directly onto the customers’ premises.
Headline connection speed – The theoretical maximum data speed that can be achieved by a given
broadband. A number of factors, such as the quality and length of the physical line from the
exchange to the customer, mean that a given customer may not experience this headline speed in
practice.
ICT Information and Communication Technology
Internet – A global network of networks, using a common set of standards (e.g. the Internet
Protocol), accessed by users with a computer via a service provider.
IP (Internet Protocol) – The packet data protocol used for routing and carriage of messages across
the Internet and similar networks.
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network – a data transfer technology using the
copper phone network
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ISP – Internet Service Provider. A company that provides access to the internet.
Kbps Kilobits per second
LLU (Local Loop Unbundling) – LLU is the process where the incumbent operators (in the UK it is BT
and Kingston Communications) make their local network (the lines that run from customers premises
to the telephone exchange) available to other communications providers. The process requires the
competitor to deploy its own equipment in the incumbent’s local exchange and to establish a
backhaul connection between this equipment and its core network.
Local Loop – The access network connection between the customer’s premises and the local PSTN
exchange, usually a loop comprised of two copper wires.
Mbps Megabits per second
Mobile Broadband – Various types of wireless high-speed internet access through a portable
modem, telephone or other device.
MP3 Digital audio encoding format
Narrowband – A service or connection providing data speeds up to 128kbit/s, such as via an
analogue telephone line, or via ISD.
Next generation core networks (NGN) – Internet Protocol based core networks which can support a
variety of existing and new services, typically replacing multiple, single service legacy networks.
Next Generation Access (NGA) – also known as next generation broadband, or superfast broadband
– The term used to describe the infrastructure and set of technologies which provide superfast
broadband, and connects the end-user to the core of the network
Next Generation Superfast Broadband – There is currently no agreed definition of next generation
superfast broadband, but it is likely to be faster, have more symmetrical download and upload
speeds and be more reliable and consistent across users and time compared with current generation
broadband
Network Owners – Businesses that own all or part of a network such as BT Openreach or Virgin
Media
Ofcom The Office for Communications
PC Personal Computer
PSN Public Sector Network
PTP Point-To-Point
Retailers – Businesses that sell services to the end consumer such as BT Retail, Virgin Media, Sky or
TalkTalk
Service provider – A provider of electronic communications services to third parties whether over its
own network or otherwise.
SME Small and Medium Enterprises
Streaming content – Audio or video files sent in compressed form over the internet and consumed
by the user as they arrive. Streaming is different to downloading, where content is saved on the
user’s hard disk before the user accesses it.
Take-up – The acceptance of broadband services where offered
Telecommunications, or ‘Telecoms’ – Conveyance over distance of speech, music and other sounds,
visual images or signals by electric, magnetic or electro-magnetic means.
USC Universal Service Commitment
Wimax A wireless data transfer technology
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